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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based
collaborative credential management scheme for anonymous
authentication in space-air-ground integrated vehicular net-
works (SAGVN), named SAG-BC. First, we build a consortium
blockchain among service providers and design a distributed
system setup (DSS) scheme to securely generate public para-
meters for issuing credentials. Second, we design a collaborative
credential issuance (CCI) scheme to generate a succinct and easy-
to-manage subscription credential. The credential can be used
by users to access different access points in SAGVN efficiently
without revealing true identities from the authentication mes-
sages. With co-designs of zero-knowledge proofs and succinct
on-chain commitments, SAG-BC provides efficient verifiability
and incentives for credential management operations in SAGVN.
By doing so, expensive on-chain storage and computational
overheads are reduced in the DSS and CCI. Finally, we conduct a
thorough security analysis to demonstrate that SAG-BC achieves
security and verifiability for credential management in SAGVN.
We set up a real-world blockchain network and conduct extensive
experiments to show the feasibility and efficiency of SAG-BC.

Index Terms— Blockchain, anonymous authentication,
credential management, space-air-ground integrated vehicular
networks (SAGVN).

I. INTRODUCTION

SATELLITES and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be
integrated with the terrestrial vehicular networks, forming

a space-air-ground integrated vehicular network (SAGVN),
to support anywhere and anytime vehicular communications
and services [1]. To further improve the resource utiliza-
tion efficiency and enhance communication quality, antenna
array-enabled beamforming technologies [2] can be deployed
in SAGVN. By concentrating the transmitted energy in desired
directions, flexible beamforming [3], [4] and cooperative trans-
missions by base stations, UAVs, etc. [5] can be achieved
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to enhance vehicular applications with ubiquitous coverage,
reliable connections, and satisfied quality of service (QoS) [1].
At the same time, due to the highly directional communication
beams and high vehicle/UAV/satellite mobilities, frequent mis-
alignment of beams may happen, leading to radio link failures
and thus exacerbating the frequent handover issues [6].

In SAGVN, authentication mechanism is essential for vehic-
ular users (VEs) and space/air/ground access points (APs) to
authenticate each other and establish secure wireless com-
munications. As the frequent handovers in SAGVN result
in frequent executions of authentication protocols, designing
an efficient authentication protocol for antenna array-enabled
SAGVN raises various challenges: First, exchanged mes-
sages between users and APs in the authentication can con-
tain sensitive user identity information. Such information
can be intercepted by an external attacker in the wireless
channel [7], [8] to infer user’s location, trace, and even
daily routines. Second, the frequent handovers caused by the
dense deployment of heterogeneous APs and the beamform-
ing misalignment also increase the credential management
complexity. A deployed solution in the mobile network is to
let the serving AP contact the home network (HN) of users
for subscription validations, which may increase the authen-
tication delay especially for satellite APs [9] in SAGVN.
Alternatively, users can obtain different credentials to directly
access different APs. Such a mechanism may increase the
credential management burden on users since the users may
need to contact different service providers to obtain service
credentials.

Generally, there is usually a centralized and trusted creden-
tial manager [7], [10], [11] to authenticate users and assign
subscription credentials, which may not be reliable for het-
erogeneous service providers in SAGVN due to the following
issues: (1) The centralized credential manager increases the
risk of single point failure [12]. For the heterogeneous network
access, decentralized identity management mechanisms can
be a promising solution to increase the system robustness
and security; (2) Since the user credential is used to access
network resources, it can be difficult for service providers
from different domains to agree on a single authority to
manage service subscriptions [13], [14]. To address the issues,
blockchain can serve as a distributed database and the smart
contract technique is used to manage user credentials with
the blockchain. First, the integration of the blockchain can
enhance the security of the distributed credential management.
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Specifically, the blockchain can be a secure broadcast chan-
nel [28] to ensure reliable message deliveries and a consistent
global view of the credential management among all partic-
ipants. Without the channel, an adversary that controls the
network can utilize the asynchronization of messages and
exploit the inconsistent view between participants to make
insecure credential generation queries in SAGVN. Second,
since insufficient credential management transparency [15]
was provided for service providers, blockchain can serve
as an immutable ledger and programmable environment to
faithfully record related actions in the distributed credential
management, which are secure and reliable provenance and
forensics data [16] to help enforce regulatory operations.

While there are studies on blockchain-based credential
management in mobile/air/space networks [12]–[14], [17],
they cannot be efficiently applied to SAGVN due to the
unique requirements of a subscription credential as mentioned
above. Moreover, since on-chain resources (computing and
storage) are expensive and open to blockchain participants,
an everything-on-chain strategy can increase the on-chain
overheads and the risk of credential leakage. Therefore, it is
challenging to conduct the credential management efficiently
and securely on the blockchain.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based credential
management scheme, named SAG-BC, for anonymous authen-
tication in SAGVN. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• We design a blockchain-based distributed system
setup (DSS) to enable service providers to generate
public parameters and key shares for the credential man-
agement in SAGVN. Based on the DSS, we design a
blockchain-based collaborative credential issuance (CCI),
where service providers can generate partial credentials
for user subscriptions in SAGVN. The partial credentials
can be aggregated into a succinct credential, which can
be used by users to access individual subscribed service
without revealing their true identities from authentication
messages.

• We design succinct commitments with zero-knowledge
proofs for verifiable operations of participants in DSS
and CCI. By utilizing off-chain communication channels
with on-chain incentives and operation verifiability, the
DSS and CCI achieve on-chain storage and computation
efficiency for credential management in SAGVN.

• We demonstrate that SAG-BC achieves desired security
requirements, including secure distributed system setup
and credential issuance, credential security, and verifia-
bility. We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world
consortium blockchain to demonstrate the application
feasibility and efficiency of SAG-BC.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we summarize the related works. We present the
system model, security model, and design goals in Section III.
In Section IV, we discuss the preliminaries of SAG-BC. The
detailed constructions of SAG-BC are shown in Section V.
We discuss the security properties in Section VI and the
performance evaluation of SAG-BC in Section VII. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the related works of SAG-BC,
including authentication mechanisms in SAGVN and the
blockchain-based credential management.

A. Authentication Mechanisms in SAGVN

Many research works were proposed for the credential
management in vehicular networks [10], space information
networks [9], UAV networks [12], and SAG integrated net-
works (SAGIN) [19]. In Universal Subscriber Identity Mod-
ule (USIM)-based mobile networks, users are assigned with
unique symmetric-key credentials [18]. Users authenticate
themselves at APs with the help of HNs. Physical layer
information can be utilized [20], [21] for key management
and authentication in multiple wireless channels. In SAGVN,
the frequent handovers and diversified service subscriptions
can result in additional authentication delay if HN is highly
involved in the authentication. The impact can be more signif-
icant in space networks due to the long communication delay
between satellites and ground HNs.

For anonymous authentications, exiting standardizations for
vehicular communications [10], [18], [22], [23] proposed to
adopt pseudo identity-based mechanisms. A security creden-
tial management system for vehicular networks was pro-
posed in [10] with careful discussion about the management
cost when vehicles need to frequently change pseudonyms.
Anonymous credentials based on group signature can be
constructed [7] to save the management cost of user pseudo
identities. Light-weight access authentication was proposed
in [9] for space networks, where a network management center
is utilized to authenticate roaming users. Identity-based mutual
authentication protocol was proposed in [19] for SAGIN
with the re-authentication mechanism to increase the network
access efficiency. While existing works achieve rich function-
alities for anonymous authentication, how to efficiently embed
service subscription information into anonymous credentials
still requires design considerations in SAGVN.

An efficient and anonymous authentication protocol for
SAGVN was proposed in [11], that enables (1) directly
mutual authentications between users and APs without con-
sulting HNs, (2) anonymous service access between users and
APs with early application data transmitted to reduce com-
munication delays, and (3) efficient credential management
with multi subscriptions into a succinct credential. Unlike
existing works based on a single trusted credential manager,
SAG-BC further investigates the distributed system setup and
collaborative credential issuance of a multi-subscription cre-
dential and designs a consortium blockchain-based transparent
and verifiable credential management mechanism specifically
for SAGVN.

B. Blockchain-Based Credential Management

Blockchain-based credential management schemes were
proposed for vehicular networks [13], [14], where the
blockchain serves as a distributed storage, and a trusted entity
is involved to set up the system or manage the credential.
Blockchain-based group key agreement [12] utilized the smart
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contract to increase the management transparency in wire-
less networks. At the same time, smart contract techniques
can also enhance liveness and robustness of the distributed
key generation [24], [25]. Threshold cryptographic techniques
were studied from traditional verifiable secret sharing (VSS)
[26], [27] for scalable distributed key generation [28], [29].
VSS enables a dealer to securely share a secret with multiple
parties in a verifiable manner [26], which can also be made
publicly verifiable by encrypting the shares and proving correct
generation with zero-knowledge proof technique [30]. In [31],
VSS was integrated with anonymous credential techniques to
achieve threshold identity credential issuance and revocation.
Attribute credentials were also designed to achieve selective
credential disclosure on the blockchain [32]. In SAGVN, the
proposed identity or attribute credentials may not be efficiently
adopted due to the unique requirements of subscription cre-
dentials as mentioned before.

To enhance the credential management security and promote
collaborations among service providers, SAG-BC proposes a
blockchain-based credential management scheme in SAGVN.
Moreover, SAG-BC addresses the on-chain efficiency and
verifiability issue for credential management in SAGVN by
co-designing zero-knowledge proofs and succinct on-chain
commitments.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the system model and security
model of SAG-BC, and present design goals.

A. System Model

We consider a subscription-based service paradigm
in SAGVN, where VEs can first subscribe to different services
from various service providers and then access correspond-
ing APs. VEs should obtain valid credentials that can prove
their valid identity and service subscription when establishing
secure connections with different APs. Specifically, there are
four entities in SAG-BC:

• Access Point (AP): There are multiple APs enabled in
SAGVN, including satellites, UAVs, base stations, and
drive-through WiFis [33]. The heterogeneous APs can
provide differentiated access services in SAGVN, from
traditional voice/data services to emerging content catch-
ing services at the edge for autonomous vehicles [1].

• Wireless Service Provider (WSP): WSPs manage differ-
ent APs and provide access services in SAGVN. WSPs
can be mobile operators or satellite network operators.
WSPs can form a consortium to collaboratively manage
user subscriptions for authenticated network access and
service charging.

• Blockchain (BC): BC is a shared ledger by WSPs,
that consists of immutable and trustworthy management
records [34] between WSPs. BC is critical for WSPs to
collaboratively set up public parameters and enforce user
credential issuance.

• Vehicular User (VE): VEs are moving objects in SAGVN
requiring diversified services from different WSPs. They

Fig. 1. System model of SAGVN.

Fig. 2. Workflow of credential management.

can be equipped with advanced communication trans-
ceivers to access heterogeneous APs.

In Figure 1, we describe a system model of antenna array-
enabled SAGVN. We consider air networks of UAVs, space
networks of satellites, and ground networks of base stations.
Antenna arrays can be deployed at air and ground networks
to increase spectrum efficiency and enable cooperative trans-
missions [5]. A terrestrial satellite access point (TSAP) can be
deployed as a relaying node between VEs and satellite APs.
A vehicle moving along the road can switch to different
networks according to available network resources and its
service requirements [1]. In SAGVN, VEs can conduct an
efficient and anonymous authentication protocol [11] with APs
using a multi-subscription credential.

In Figure 2, SAG-BC works with the following steps to gen-
erate a subscription credential for anonymous authentications:
(1) WSPs form a consortium to set up a secure blockchain
network, e.g., Hyperledger Fabric [35]. Each WSP can obtain a
valid blockchain membership to access and manage the shared
ledger. WSPs also set up two smart contracts: DSS and CCI;
(2) WSPs interact with the DSS contract to securely generate
public parameters of SAG-BC and register themselves with
public service information; (3) VEs communicate with WSPs
to subscribe to different services. VEs and WSPs interact
with the CCI contract to generate an anonymous subscription
credential. Note that, SAG-BC combines on-chain and off-
chain communications to ensure that critical management
operations are auditable on the blockchain.

B. Security Model

VEs are rational users who may intend to free-ride access
services in SAGVN. WSPs are rational entities that are
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regulated by governmental offices. That is, they follow the
designed DSS and CCI protocols since their activities in DSS
and CCI are regulated and verifiable. BC is a secure ledger
with immutable storage and verifiable state updates.

C. Design Goals

Under the system model and security model, SAG-BC
should achieve the following design goals:

• Security: (1) Public parameters for credential issuance
are initialized distributively and securely by all WSPs;
(2) A valid credential that embeds multiple service
subscriptions is issued collaboratively by WSPs. Valid
credentials cannot be issued without the help of at
least t WSPs; (3) Without the knowledge of the secret
key of a valid credential, VEs cannot prove valid service
subscriptions from the credential.

• Verifiability: In the distributed system setup and collab-
orative credential issuance process, VE and WSP opera-
tions should be verifiable.

• Efficiency: Service credential should be succinct regard-
less of the number of subscribed services. DSS and CCI
contracts should be practical and feasible for real-world
implementations.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

A. Cryptographic Background

We consider pairing-based cryptography over elliptic
curves. Specifically, a set of groups is denoted as G =
(G1, G2, GT ) with a prime order p and a Type III asymmetric
bilinear pairing e. Let Zp denote a ring of integers with the
same order p. [n] denotes a set of integers from 1 to n. g, g̃
denote generators from G1, G2, respectively. 1G1 , 1G2 denote
identity generators from G1, G2, respectively.

The security of the pairing-based cryptography is based on
one-way functionality over elliptic curves [36]. Specifically,
given two random numbers a, b ∈ Z2

p, it is easy to calculate
ga, g̃b and e(ga, g̃b), but the reversible computations cannot
be calculated efficiently. Pairing-based cryptography has found
many interesting applications, such as the digital signature and
the anonymous credential [37].

Zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) in the discrete logarithm plays
an important role. Informally, ZKP lets a prover with secrets
in Zp generate a proof π to demonstrate a verifier that the
secrets satisfy a public relation without leaking the secrets.
A ZKP protocol can be written as [38]:

ZKP{(a) : Y1 = ga ∧ Ỹ2 = g̃a}, (1)

where a is the secret and g, g̃, Y1, Ỹ2 are public parameters.
The above ZKP demonstrates the equality of a over dif-
ferent generators, which can be utilized in SAG-BC. It can
be instantiated via a non-interactive protocol [38] with two
algorithms: (1) Prove algorithm takes the public parameters
and the secret to generate a proof π; (2) V erify algorithm
takes the public parameters and π to output accept or reject.
ZKP requires that a computationally-bounded prover cannot
forge a proof (soundness), an honest verifier accepts the valid
proof (completeness), and the verifier cannot learn the specific
secret (zero knowledge).

B. PS Signature

PS signature [39] is a digital signature scheme from a
Type III pairing: (G, Zp, e, g, g̃). It sets (x, y1, y2, . . . , yn) ∈
Zn+1

p as secret keys and X̃ = g̃x, Ỹ1 = g̃y1, . . . , Ỹn = g̃yn

as public keys. Given a set of messages I = {mi} ∈ Zn
p ,

a PS signature is computed as follows:

(π1, π2) = (gr, g
x+
�n

i=1 miyi
r ), (2)

where gr ∈ G1 is a random generator. A verifier can use the
following equation to check the signature:

e(π1, X̃
n∏

i=1

Ỹ mi

i ) = e(π2, g̃). (3)

Public keys can be generated by different entities with a
proof of knowledge of the corresponding secret key. As a
result, PS signature supports the aggregation of multi signa-
tures under different keys [31]. Given π1, π2 on messages I,
it supports derivation of the original signature to generate
a redacted signature π�

1, π
�
2, π̃

�
1, π̃

�
2 on a subset of messages,

SA ∈ I. The obtained redacted signature can be verified with
corresponding public keys for SA [40], [41]. The security
of redatable PS signature has two folds: (1) Unforgeabil-
ity ensures that an efficient adversary cannot forge a valid
signature without knowing the secret keys; (2) Unlinkability
ensures that the redacted signature does not leak information
of messages I \ SA.

The PS signature also supports randomization, such that the
prover can raise the signature to the power of a randomness r.
By combining it with the ZKP technique, a prover holding a
valid signature can anonymously prove the knowledge of any
single or subset of the signed messages I.

C. Threshold Cryptographic System

Threshold cryptographic system (TCS) is widely used in
constructing distributed security systems, such as distributed
signature and encryption [24], [42]. Essentially, TCS can break
a secret s into n shares and any t-out-of-n shares can recover
the secret. For Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [43], a dealer
holding the secret s can build a (t − 1)-degree polynomial
P (x) as follows:

P (x) = s +
t−1∑

i=1

aix
i, (4)

where ai ∈ Zp is the polynomial coefficient. To com-
pute n shares, the dealer evaluates P (x) and gets
(P (1), P (2), . . . , P (n)). Suppose we have t shares indexed
by a set of integers T ∈ [n]. For each i ∈ T , we can calculate
a Lagrange coefficient λi =

∏
j∈T ,j �=i

j
j−i . Then, the secret

can be recovered as follows:

s =
∑

i∈T
P (i)λi. (5)

TCS achieves the following properties (1) Correctness: Any
valid t shares can recover the same secret; (2) Security: The
secret should be random and any less than t shares cannot
recover the secret.
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To deal with a dishonest dealer, verifiable secret sharing
(VSS) is introduced [26]. In VSS, a dealer computes shares
and cryptographic commitments of the polynomial coefficients
(s, a1, . . . , at−1). Any party with a share and the commitments
can verify if the share is actually an evaluation of P (x).
For distributed VSS, the role of the dealer is broken into
n parties [28], [44]. Each party pi chooses a local secret si

and runs VSS with a local polynomial Pi(x) to share the secret
to n shares. After receiving all shares, each party can verify
and combine the shares into an aggregated share. VSS can
also be made publicly verifiable [30] by encrypting the secret
from Zp with an encryption scheme.

D. Consortium Blockchain

Consortium blockchain is a permissioned and distributed
ledger. (1) Permissioned means only authenticated nodes
can access the ledger. Therefore, compared with the public
blockchain, the consortium blockchain implements more effi-
cient consensus protocols with higher transaction throughput
and less transaction confirmation time, e.g., Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) or RAFT; (2) Distributed means
that the consortium blockchain helps consortium members
(i.e., WSPs in SAG-BC) to maintain a shared database with
consistent storage (Persistence) and verifiable status updates
(Liveness). The consortium blockchain is a promising solution
to inter-organizational business process [34], by improving
management efficiency and promoting trustworthy collabora-
tion. To enable flexible management of the ledger storage,
smart contract as a distributed computer program is stored on
the ledger and is executed by consortium members to update
the ledger status.

V. CONSTRUCTIONS OF SAG-BC

In this section, we first present an overview of SAG-BC.
Then, we present detailed constructions of DSS and CCI.
Notations are shown in Table I.

A. Overview

In SAG-BC, VEs can subscribe to diversified services
and obtain a subscription credential as a multi-message PS
signature:

(h, h
x+m�y0+skv

�
APi,j∈SA

yi,j ). (6)

h is a random generator; skv is the secret key of a VE;
SA is a set of subscribed APs; yi,j is the public key of a
subscribed APi,j ∈ SA; Accordingly, the public keys for the
credential should be (X̃, Ỹ0, {Ỹi,j}), where Ỹi,j corresponds
to the jth AP of wi. Compared with the original form of
the multi-message PS signature, we focus on service sub-
scriptions and simplify the original PS signature in Equ. 2.
More specifically, SAG-BC sets mi = skv for subscribed
APs and sets others as 0 [41]. If a secret key of APi,j is
included in the signature, it means a valid subscription in the
credential for APi,j . We also add a random message m� in
the signature, which is for the security considerations of the
original PS signature [31]. To generate the above credential,

TABLE I

NOTATIONS

service providers work together to conduct distributed system
setup (DSS) and collaborative credential issuance (CCI).

In DSS, WSPs work together to generate private/public key
pairs (x, X̃ = g̃x), (y0, Ỹ0 = g̃y0) and {yi,j, Ỹi,j = g̃yi,j}.
(x, y0) are global secret keys and {yi,j} are secret keys for
each access points. (X̃, Ỹ0, {Ỹi,j}) are corresponding public
keys. In the end of DSS, all secret keys should be securely
shared among service providers and the public keys should be
published on the blockchain. To reduce on-chain overheads,
SAG-BC carefully tailors the polynomial commitments [44],
[47] and threshold crypto systems [24], [25] to design an
efficient blockchain-based credential management in SAGVN.
To enhance the on-chain communication security, a commit-
then-reveal phase is introduced to make the original polyno-
mial commitments secure on the blockchain. With succinct
commitments and zero-knowledge proofs for DSS, on-chain
operations of service providers are efficiently verifiable to
motivate service providers faithfully fulfill the DSS process.

In CCI, VEs first subscribe to various services and pay
subscription fees to WSPs. Then, VEs communicate with
the blockchain and WSPs to generate a subscription cre-
dential. To let different WSPs agree on the same random
generator h and the same random message m�, we use a
hash function H1 as a random oracle to map a public but
unique string bounded to a VE to two group elements [31],
[32]. Since SAG-BC is used for service subscriptions, we do
not require blind signing on user-chosen secrets as in [32].
Instead, a user chooses a unique secret and publishes two
computationally hiding commitments on the blockchain, which
are also checked for their global uniqueness. More importantly,
we fully combine the on-chain and off-chain channels with
incentive mechanisms to make the CCI efficient, secure, and
verifiable.
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Fig. 3. Workflow of DSS.

For illustrative purposes, we make the following assump-
tions in SAG-BC:

• We consider a synchronous communication model with
the combination of on-chain and off-chain channels:
(1) BC is a secure and reliable on-chain channel;
(2) Secure and authenticated off-chain channels exist
between WSPs and VEs.

• There are n WSPs in the system. All WSPs are verified
to ensure they can provide eligible services in SAGVN.
Secure and authenticated off-chain channels are available
between WSPs.

• All WSPs agree on a signature scheme, such as ECDSA.
Each WSP wi holds a secret signing key skwi , while
the corresponding verification key pkwi is known to the
public.

• A consortium blockchain (BC) is set up by WSPs.
Each WSP has an authenticated credential (e.g., Fabric
membership certificate) to interact with the blockchain
in a secure and authenticated manner. VEs communicate
with the blockchain with an authentication token, such as
a token from a (distributed) subscription server.

• The DSS and CCI contracts are approved by all
WSPs and implemented over BC. The total num-
ber of WSPs (n) and the threshold number (t) are
pre-determined by the wireless regulator. WSPs are
indexed by a simple increasing sequence of numbers [n].
The contracts can check the uniqueness of all identifiers
or group elements stored on the blockchain. The contracts
can also check that group elements on the blockchain are
non-identity elements.

• WSPs have run a secure protocol [45] to compute a set
of generators, including C̃ = {c̃i = g̃si

t}i∈[0,t−1] and gst .
st is a trapdoor secret and is not leaked to any WSPs.

In the following, we present the detailed constructions of DSS
and CCI.

B. Distributed System Setup

WSPs agree on a system security parameter λ and elliptic
groups G with a prime order p and a Type III pairing e. WSPs
agree on non-identity random generators g ∈ G1 and g̃ ∈ G2.
The curve parameters are well-determined and the well-
formedness of the random generators can be guaranteed [45].
As shown in Figure 3, the distributed system setup consists of
the following phases:

Service Registration – Each WSP first registers its services
as a set of nwi APs:

Iwi = (APi,1, APi,2, . . . , APi,nwi
), (7)

at a wireless regulator to obtain a service license Lwi . Each
WSP wi also computes a public/private key pair (p̃ki, ski) for
an encryption scheme [46]:

p̃ki = g̃ski ,

πwi = ZKP{(ski) : p̃ki = g̃ski}. (8)

The WSP uploads (Iwi , Lwi, p̃ki, πwi) to the DSS contract.
After receiving the key registration message, the contract
verifies the correctness of Lwi and πwi and stores them if
the verification passes. Then, WSPs work together to generate
key pairs (x, X̃), (y0, Ỹ0) and {yi,j , Ỹi,j} for PS signature. For
illustrative purposes, we only describe the generation of (x, X̃)
in details, which includes commit, upload, share, reveal, verify,
and finalize. Other parameters can be generated using the same
procedure.

Commit – Each registered WSP can participate in generating
a distributed secret x and a corresponding public key X̃ = g̃x

for the PS signature. Specifically, each WSP wi chooses a
local secret swi and a (t − 1)-degree polynomial Pwi(x)
with coefficients (ai,0, ai,1, . . . , ai,t−1), where ai,0 = swi . wi

commits to the polynomial Pwi(x) as follows:

C̃wi =
t−1∏

j=0

c̃
ai,j

j = g̃Pwi
(st). (9)

Note that, this is a succinct polynomial commitment from [47]
and is computed by using C̃ = {c̃i = g̃si

t}i∈[0,t−1]. st is the
trapdoor secret and is not known in the computation.

wi evaluates Pwi(x) at j ∈ [0, n] to obtain Pwi(j). For each
Pwi(j), wi computes the commitment of a target polynomial
as follows:

Twi,j(x) = (Pwi(x) − Pwi(j))/(x − j),
C̃wi,j = g̃Twi,j(st). (10)

Twi,j(x) is the target polynomial. Twi,j(st) is the evaluation
of Twi,j(x) at st and C̃wi,j can be calculated with generators
in C̃.

To generate public commitments for each point (j, Pwi(j)),
j ∈ [0, n], wi computes the following equations:

C̃�
wi,j = g̃Pwi

(j),

πwi,j = ZKP{(Pwi(j)) : C̃�
wi,j = g̃Pwi

(j)}. (11)

Upload – Each WSP wi encrypts the polynomial commit-
ment C̃wi using its public encryption key p̃ki as:

Ẽwi = (Ẽwi,1, Ẽwi,2)

= (g̃ri , p̃k
ri

i C̃wi), (12)

where ri is chosen randomly from Zp. The WSP wi uploads
Ẽwi to the DSS contract. The contract checks the message
sender and ensures that elements are unique and non-identity.
The contract stores the valid commitments in the blockchain
storage. After all WSPs store their commitments on the
contract, the DSS moves to the next phase.

Share – Each WSP wi encrypts (C̃wi,j , C̃
�
wi,j ,

πwi,j , Pwi(j)) using wj’s public encryption key p̃kj [24],
which can result in multiple ElGamal encryptions Ẽi,j [49]
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considering the length of the plaintext. For illustrative
simplicity, there is a reversible function that can convert the
plaintext into G2 and vice versa. wi sends (wj , Ẽi,j) to the
DSS contract on the blockchain.

The contract checks the message sender and receiver infor-
mation. After all peer-to-peer shares are checked by the DSS
contract and recorded on the blockchain, the DSS moves to
the next phase.

Reveal – Each WSP wi reveals its polynomial commitment
by decrypting Ẽwi and generating a decryption proof as
follows:

πwi,D = ZKP{(ski) : Ẽski
wi,1

∧ p̃ki = g̃ski .} (13)

πwi,D is proof of correct decryption, which is also used
in distributed ElGamal systems [50]. The WSP wi uploads
(Ẽski

wi,1
, πwi,D, C̃wi,0, C̃

�
wi,0, πwi,0) to the DSS contract. The

contract checks the message sender is wi and the correctness
of πwi,D and πwi,0. If the checks pass, the contract computes
C̃wi = Ẽwi,2/Ẽski

wi,1
and checks the C̃�

wi,0 as follows:

e(g, C̃wi/C̃�
wi,0) = e(gst/g0, C̃wi,0), (14)

gst is a public generator. After all WSPs reveal the commit-
ments and the checks pass, the DSS moves to the next phase.

Verify – Each wj retrieves all C̃wi and Ẽi,j from the DSS
contract, where i ∈ [1, n] \ j. wj decrypts Ẽi,j using its secret
key skj to obtain {C̃wi,j, C̃

�
wi,j

, πwi,j , Pwi(j)}i∈[1,n]\j . Each
wj checks πwi,j and the following equation:

e(g, C̃wi/C̃�
wi,j) = e(gst/gj, C̃wi,j). (15)

The WSP wj also checks whether its own share is correctly
computed: C̃�

wi,j
= g̃Pwi

(j). If all checks of all WSPs pass,
the DSS moves to the next phase.

Finalize – Until this stage, all WSPs have correctly shared
and verified all their shares. The contract computes the PS pub-
lic key X̃ as follows:

X̃ =
∏

i∈[n]

C̃�
wi,0. (16)

For each wi, it computes the local share of x as follows:

xi =
∑

j∈[n]

Pwj (i). (17)

After the execution of the DSS contract, each WSP wk

successfully registers its service and obtains local shares
(xk, y0,k, {yi,j,k}). With the local shares, WSPs can collab-
oratively issue subscription credentials to VEs.

Verifiability of DSS – The DSS provides verifiability of
each WSP behavior. (1) All communications in DSS happen
on the blockchain that are authenticated and secure; (2) The
polynomial commitments are first encrypted and stored onto
the blockchain. Later, due to the use of ZKP, the encryptions
can only be correctly decrypted under a WSP’s secret key;
(3) The shares between WSPs are transmitted under each
other’s public key. In case of any dispute, a receiving WSP
can prove the correct decryption of the encrypted shares. The
decrypted communications can be further verified for valid
polynomial evaluations; (4) The correctness of ZKPs and the

Fig. 4. Workflow of CCI.

evaluations of polynomial commitments at given positions
are all guaranteed due to the security of the polynomial
commitment and the ZKP technique.

Discussions: (1) Our DSS protocol is instantiated specif-
ically for our model in SAGVN, where any WSP is moti-
vated to complete the protocol and is not allowed to quit
during the protocol. This is reasonable since WSPs would
like to participate into the credential issuance process and
their behavior in DSS is verifiable. Moreover, WSPs cannot
afford to quit or to be disqualified from the DSS protocol since
failing to behave correctly will lead to exclusion from provid-
ing services in SAGVN and potential liability enforcements;
(2) Before the commitments of polynomials are revealed on
the blockchain, no single WSP can guess the final outputs of
public commitments and the associated secrets. As the DSS is
completed with all WSPs, the randomness of the final outputs
is achieved. Moreover, a protocol that re-generates the public
keys on a new random base can also be considered [51];
(3) The share phase may be moved into secure and authen-
ticated off-chain channels between WSPs. In case of mes-
sage non-delivery, a message receipt can then require the
non-delivered message to be encrypted and transmitted on the
blockchain.

C. Collaborative Credential Issuance

With the generated system public parameters and public
keys for PS signature in the DSS, WSPs can work collabora-
tively to generate subscription credentials for VEs. As shown
in Figure 4, the CCI consists of the following phases:

Subscription – A VE vi first obtains an authentication
token from a (distributed) subscription server via a secure and
authenticated channel. Specifically, the VE authenticates itself
using real-world identities at the subscription server to get a
unique pseudo ID IDvi and a public signature key pkvi with a
corresponding signing key skvi . The VE also chooses a secret
idvi ∈ Zp. The VE computes:

(hvi , m
�) = H1(IDvi ||pkvi), Tv = h

idvi
vi , T �

v = gidvi ,

πvi = ZKP{(idvi) : Tv = h
idvi
vi ∧ T �

v = gidvi}.
(18)

Based on service requirements and planned trips, the VE
subscribes to a set of APs as SA = {APi,j}, where APi,j

is from a WSP wi. Note that each wi can manage a set of
APs, denoted as Iwi . The VE sends Tv, T �

v and πvi to the
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subscription server via a secure and authenticated channel and
pays the service fee for SA via an off-chain payment channel.

The subscription server checks the message sender is
the VE, verifies the correctness of hvi and πvi , and checks
the uniqueness of hvi , Tv, and T �

v. If the verification passes
and the correct subscription fee is received, the subscription
server generates an signed (by the server) token Tokenvi =
(IDvi , pkvi , Tv = h

idvi
vi , T �

v = gidvi , πvi , TS, H0(SA)) and
sends the token to the VE, where TS is a current time stamp.
The token can help WSPs to authenticate valid identity of vi

and issue a service subscription credential following the form
of Equ. 6. After obtaining the token, the VE checks the validity
of the token and conducts CCI with WSPs on the blockchain.

Credential Request – The VE generates a request message:

mt = (rid, T okenvi , TS�, Depvi), (19)

where rid is a unique request ID, TS� is a time stamp, and
Depvi is the cryptocurrency deposit from the VE. The VE
generates a signature on mt using the signing key skvi as
Signskvi

(mt). The VE uploads (mt, Signskvi
(mt)) to the

CCI contract. The contract checks the uniqueness of rid, IDvi ,
pkvi , Tv and T �

v, and the message freshness. The contract
checks that the token is signed by the subscription server. The
contract verifies the correctness of Signskvi

(mt) by extracting
pkvi from mt and checks the πvi . The contract stores the valid
mt on the blockchain and chooses a random set of at least t
WSPs as SW for constructing a subscription credential. After
seeing SW on the contract, for each WSP in SW , the VE sets:

m�
t = (mt,SA, TS��), (20)

where TS�� is a new time stamp, and sends
(m�

t, Signskvi
(m�

t)) to the WSPs in SW using a secure
off-chain channel.

Credential Issuance – Upon receiving m�
t from the VE vi,

the WSPs first extract mt from the CCI contract via rid, IDvi ,
and checks the consistency between mt and m�

t. Then, the
WSPs check the correctness of Signskvi

(m�
t) and H0(SA) is

consistent with the on-chain storage. The WSPs check that
hvi , Tv and T �

v are unique and non-identity elements. The
WSPs compute (hvi , m

�) = H1(IDvi ||pkvi) and check the
correctness of πvi . If all checks pass, the WSPs generate a
partial subscription token for SA as follows:

• For each WSP wk in SW , it computes:

Tokwk
= hxk

vi
h

m�y0,k
vi T

�APi,j∈SA yi,j,k
v . (21)

Note that hvi , Tv and T �
v are stored on the blockchain and

are known to the VE and all the WSPs, which are also ensured
to be globally unique. Each WSP sends its partial token Tokwk

and a signature using skwk
as Signskwk

(rid||IDvi ||Tokwk
)

to the VE via an off-chain secure channel.
Credential Aggregation – After receiving all partial tokens

from the WSPs in SW , the VE can aggregate the tokens to

obtain a subscription credential as follows:

Cerdvi =
wk∈SW∏

Tokλk
wk

=
wk∈SW∏

(hxk+m�y0,k
vi T

�APi,j∈SA yi,j,k
v )λk

= hx+y0m�
vi

h
idvi

�APi,j∈SA yi,j

vi . (22)

λk =
∏

wj∈SW ,j �=k
j

j−k . Cerdvi is the PS signature on idvi

at locations of corresponding public keys of APi,j ∈ SA.
Credential Confirmation – The VE can verify the correct-

ness of Cerdvi as follows:

e(hvi , X̃Ỹ m�
0

APi,j∈SA∏
Ỹ

idvi

i,j ) ?= e(Cerdvi , g̃). (23)

If the verification passes, the VE generates a confirmation mes-
sage as mc = (rid, IDvi) and sends (mc, Signskvi

(mc)) to
the CCI contract. The contract verifies the consistency between
the confirmation and the original request via rid, IDvi and
checks the correctness of signatures using pkvi . This is to
ensure the request and confirmation are sent from the same
VE. If all checks pass, the deposit of the VE Depvi goes to
WSPs in SW .

Verifiability of CCI – During the above process, the VE and
the WSPs can detect improper behavior of each other. In this
case, the blockchain can serve as an immutable provenance
ledger to process any dispute.

If the verification of the aggregated credential in Equ. 23 is
not valid, one or more partial credentials received by the VE
are not correct. In this case, WSPs can start a process to check
the correctness of Tokwk

. First, WSPs need to publish their
individual public keys. More specifically, for each public key,
WSPs reveal all the received (C̃wi,j , C̃

�
wi,j

, πwi,j) in the share
phase of the DSS onto the blockchain. The blockchain checks
the correctness of the shares similarly to the reveal phase.
Then, public keys for an individual WSP wj can be computed
by aggregating the correct evaluations of polynomials C̃�

wi,j

similarly to Equ. 16. Note that, the above process can be sped
up using the homomorphic property of KZG commitment [47].
With valid public keys for each individual WSP, the VE can
check the validity of individual credentials Tokwk

as the
verification of a multi-message PS signature. If an invalid
credential is detected, the VE can upload the corresponding
evidence to the blockchain and claims back the deposit.

WSPs can detect if the VE’s request and off-chain messages
are inconsistent. Specifically, if Signskvi

(m�
t) is valid but

H0(SA) is incorrect, the WSP can send the corresponding
evidence to the blockchain. The blockchain verifies the cor-
rectness of the signatures, and sends a notice about the VE
misbehavior if it is confirmed. As a result, the request with
rid is withdrawn and the VE’s deposit is transferred to the
blockchain.

Discussions: (1) External accountability enforcement for
misbehaving WSPs can be considered for different SAG
services; (2) SAG-BC utilizes off-chain communications in the
CCI to improve the on-chain efficiency. In case of message
non-delivery (by VEs or WSPs), any receipt can require the
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message to be sent on-chain using the encrypted commu-
nications under the receipt’s public encryption key. Timely
responses on-chain can be further achieved with time-locked
deposit as incentives; (3) The subscription server manages
service subscription fees and user identity (to communicate
with the blockchain), but does not participate in the credential
issuance. The subscription payments can also be checked by
corresponding WSPs to make sure no free-riding happens. The
role of the subscription server can be replaced by a distributed
committee between WSPs with on-chain or off-chain payment
channels, which requires independent research efforts.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security properties
of SAG-BC. First, we analyze the security of the DSS and CCI,
and the generated credential. Then, we discuss the verifiability
of the DSS and CCI.

A. DSS Security

DSS security ensures that public parameters and PS public
keys for the credential issuance are correct and random.

For the public parameters, (1) the generations of ellip-
tic curve parameters G, base generators g, g̃, and a set of
structured generators C̃ are secure, which can be instantiated
from a multi-party computation protocol [45]; (2) For public
encryption keys of service providers, each individual WSP
selects a secret key and computes the public key with a
ZKP of correct constructions. Due to the security of ZKP,
the well-formedness of the public key can be ensured.

For PS public keys, we use verifiable secret sharing to
distribute shares of (x, y0, {yi,j}) to WSPs and generate the
corresponding public keys [29], [47]. Each WSP wi commits
to a polynomial using KZG commitment [44], [47], [48]
and evaluates the polynomial at points from 0 to n. Due
to the binding property of the KZG commitment, the WSP
cannot generate two evaluations at the same position. As a
result, any other WSP wj who receives the (j, Pwi(j)) can
verify the correctness of the polynomial evaluations. With
this verifiability property of the shares, service providers do
not quit the setup process in SAGVN under our security
model. At the same time, the polynomial commitments are
encrypted under a sematic secure scheme and the revelation
is deterministic due to the ZKP of πwi,D. An optional re-
randomization of public keys can also be considered [51].
Therefore, once all service providers finish the DSS, correct
and random public keys are generated on the blockchain.

B. CCI Security

With the secure setup of the system parameters and PS
public keys, WSPs can collaboratively generate service cre-
dentials Cerdvi for a VE vi. First, Tv = H1(IDvi ||pkvi)

idvi

is securely generated by the VE with a proof of knowledge
πvi . πvi is also verified by the blockchain to ensure that Tv and
T �

v are correctly computed. In the PS signature, it is essential
for signers to choose a random generator for each signature,
which is achieved by using H1 as a random oracle to output a

generator hvi . At the same time, a random message m� is also
generated from H1 to be included in generating credentials.
Second, the blockchain records and checks the uniqueness of
hvi , Tv, and T �

v. This ensures WSPs have a consistent view
of VE credential requests and no messages are signed on the
same generator before a partial token is computed.

After a VE’s credential request is verified and stored on the
blockchain, the VE can require the credential Cerdvi from a
random set of WSPs, denoted by SW . Note that, there are at
least t WSPs in SW . Then, each WSP wi in SW can generate
a partial token Tokwi with its shares of (x, y0) and shares
of secret keys yi,j of APi,j ∈ SA. Due to the correctness of
the secret sharing [26], [27], t valid partial credentials can
be aggregated to recover a subscription credential. Moreover,
a computationally-bounded adversary without the knowledge
of enough shares of secret keys cannot forge a valid credential.

C. Credential Security

The subscription credential is a PS signature on the
VE-chosen secret idvi . Later, VEs with the knowledge of idvi

and the credential can prove knowledge of a signature via a
ZKP protocol at corresponding APs. First, during the genera-
tion of the credential, VEs generate Tv = h

idvi
vi with a proof

πvi , to be signed by WSPs. An efficient adversary cannot
extract idvi from Tv. Note that, the generator hvi in the
credential must be randomly selected. In SAG-BC, we require
service providers to compute the hvi from a hash function
based on VEs’ public information, which does not affect the
security of the signature [31]. Second, in the process of proof
knowledge of the signature, without the knowledge of idvi of
the credential, an efficient adversary cannot generate a valid
ZKP, unless the adversary can either forge a PS signature or
break the soundness property of the ZKP [40].

D. Verifiability

We utilize the blockchain to promote honest collaboration
between VEs and WSPs. Informally, the blockchain is a dis-
tributed ledger maintained by WSPs, that (1) enables consis-
tent and immutable shared ledger storage among participants,
and (2) guarantees secure and timely leger state update [52].
More specifically, the DSS and CCI contracts ensure that only
valid messages (transactions) from VEs or WSPs can change
the ledger state, where ‘valid’ means that messages come from
an authenticated source and terms defined in the two contracts
are satisfied. In a consortium blockchain, unless most of the
blockchain nodes are malicious, the security of the blockchain
is preserved [35].

In the DSS, first, each WSP publishes its commitment of
a polynomial and encrypted polynomial evaluations to other
WSPs on the contract. Due to the security of the DSS and
the ZKP, no efficient adversary can forge a valid polynomial
commitment or valid evaluations of the polynomial. Second,
the commitments of polynomials and shares are encrypted
using ElGamal encryption on the blockchain. The encryptions
can later be verifiably decrypted by proving the same secret
key between the decryption and the sender’s public key. That
is, the commitments and shares can be faithfully opened in
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Fig. 5. Off-chain computation overheads of DSS.

case of disputes. The decrypted polynomial commitments and
evaluations can be verified on the blockchain. To this end,
all operations of WSPs are undeniable and can be verified in
the DSS. As a result, WSPs are motivated to behave honestly
since detections of misbehavior can lead to the exclusion
from providing SAG services and potential accountability
enforcement.

In the CCI, all off-chain transmitted messages are signed
by message senders, which can serve as non-repudiatable
evidence of communications. For the verifiability of WSP
behavior, first, an aggregated credential can be verified using
the verification algorithm of PS signature. Second, if the
aggregated credential is not correct, VEs can also verify
individual credentials generated by WSPs. More specifically,
WSPs reveal all C̃�

wi,j , C̃wi,j with the proof of knowledge
πwi,j , which serve two purposes: (1) The blockchain can verify
the correct evaluations at (j, Pwi (j)); (2) Valid C̃�

wi,j can be
aggregated to generate public PS keys for each WSP, that can
be used to verify the partial credential. For the verifiability of
VE behavior, VEs generate signatures on credential requests
and calculate hashes of subscribed services, which cannot be
forged due to the security of the signature and hash algorithms.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present off-chain and on-chain experi-
mental results of SAG-BC.

A. Off-Chain Experiments

We test the off-chain operations in the DSS and CCI on
a laptop with a 2.30 GHz processor and 8 GB memory.
We implement the java pairing-based cryptography library
(JPBC) [53] with the Type F curve. We test and report the
computation overheads of DSS and CCI in Figure 5 and 6.
We denote n as the number of total service providers and t as
the threshold number. SA is the set of subscribed services
and SW is the set of service providers for constructing a
subscription credential.

In the registration, we measure the time when each service
provider generates a public/private key pair with a proof and
the verification of the proof. As shown in Figure 5a, the time
cost for the registration/verification of the key pairs and proofs
increases linearly with the number of service providers in

the system. The results are feasible as it only takes a few
seconds for 100 service providers. Moreover, although the
cryptographic complexity for generation and verification of the
key pairs is close, the verification in our experiments takes
more time due to the use of ‘isEqual’ function in JPBC to
determine if two elements are equal.

In the commit and verify phase of DSS, we measure the
computation cost for the generation/verification of individ-
ual polynomial commitments from a single service provider.
In Figure 5b and 5c, commit denotes the computation time
when a service provider generates a polynomial commitment,
evaluates the polynomial and generates the proofs for each
other service provider. Verify denotes the computation time to
verify n polynomial evaluations and proofs. The performance
is mainly affected by n and t. It should be noted that the
values of t and n in the experiments are set for performance
evaluations. In Figure 5b, we fix t = 20 or 40 and report
the performance when n increases. We can see that the time
cost increases linearly with n. In Figure 5c, we fix n =
80 or 100 and report the performance when t increases. As we
can see, the verification cost remains steady while commitment
cost increases linearly with t. This is due to the use of the
polynomial commitment that makes the verification succinct
without being affected by t. By contrast, without the use of
the polynomial commitment, each of n participants needs to
publish commitments of every coefficient in a degree-(t− 1)
polynomial, which results in a O(nt) computation (group
exponentiations) and storage (group elements in G2) complex-
ity for generating and verifying evaluations of a single polyno-
mial. The time cost for encrypting a polynomial commitment
in the Upload phase is around 12 milliseconds and the time
costs for generating/verifying the decrypted commitment in the
Reveal phase are around 15 or 60 milliseconds, respectively.

The CCI mainly involves credential requests by users, the
credential issuance by service providers in SW , and the cre-
dential aggregation and verification by users. For the credential
request, we measure the generation and verification of Tv and
T �

v in Equ. 18, which takes roughly 20 milliseconds. For the
credential issuance, we measure the total time for all service
providers in SW to calculate a partial credential (Equ. 21).
As shown in Figure 6a, the number of subscribed services
is set at 40 and the total time cost linearly increases with
the number of service providers in SW , which is still highly
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Fig. 6. Off-chain computation overheads of CCI.

efficient even for 100 providers (around 800 milliseconds in
total). It should also be mentioned that the credential issuance
can be computed parallelly by each provider. In Figure 6b,
we fix |SW | at 60 or 90 and measure the impact of the number
of subscribed services (|SA|). The time costs remain almost
the same with |SA| since secret keys of different services can
be efficiently added in Zp. For the aggregation and verification,
the time cost slightly increases with |SW | and is also not
affected by |SA|. This is because the additions of Zp elements
is much more efficient compared with the exponentiations in
an elliptic curve. As a result, SAG-BC achieves the efficient
multi-subscription credential without introducing additional
overhead for credential generations and verifications.

B. On-Chain Experiments

We set up a consortium blockchain network based on Hyper-
ledger Fabric [35] on the same laptop. The network consists of
a few peer nodes with a single ordering service. We use Java to
implement the on-chain computations, which are packaged as
chaincodes in Hyperledger Fabric. To support pairing-based
cryptography in the chaincode, we adopt the Type F curve
in JPBC, and include the JPBC library and curve parameters
into the chaincode dependencies. Each peer node installs and
approves the chaincode packages with the dependencies, and
ensures that every node has the same version of chaincode
package. Later, the peer nodes can call chaincode functions
by sending transactions to the blockchain network.

We evaluate the performance of DSS and CCI. Since most
computations are conducted off-chain, the dominant computa-
tions are to check Equ. 14 for the verification of polynomial
evaluation at position 0 in DSS, and to check the correctness
of Equ. 18 for the user registration in CCI. By using the same
codes from our off-chain experiments, we set n = 100 in
the experiments and generate the proofs off-chain. We embed
public generators onto the chaincode and send the off-chain
generated proofs via function calls. The peer nodes check
the correctness of the proofs and send confirmations if the
checks pass. After sufficient confirmations are received, the
function call changes the ledger state. In Figure 7, we repeat
the experiments 7 times and report the time difference between
sending a function call and receiving a response. We can see
that the response time is around 6 seconds for both verifica-
tions, which is highly dependent on the blockchain settings
and consensus protocols. That is, the off-chain computations
are negligible compared with the consensus protocols of the

Fig. 7. On-chain response time of DSS/CCI.

blockchain system in determining the overall response time.
While the delay is feasible for credential management in
SAGVN, our designs can be adapted to blockchain systems
with more efficient consensus protocols.

In summary, the on/off-chain model for credential manage-
ment in SAGVN only processes succinct information on the
blockchain to reduce on-chain overheads. Moreover, SAG-BC
is still efficient for credential generation and verification while
embedding identity and multiple service subscription into a
single credential.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a blockchain-based creden-
tial management scheme in antenna array-enabled SAGVN,
named SAG-BC. SAG-BC enables secure and distributed
setup of system public parameters and collaborative cre-
dential issuance for anonymous authentications in SAGVN.
On addressing the on-chain efficiency issue, SAG-BC has
designed an on/off-chain communication protocol with suc-
cinct commitments and zero-knowledge proofs for verifiable
operations of participants in SAGVN. With the exploration
of a subscription-based service model, comprehensive archi-
tectural and protocol design for blockchain-based credential
management, and thorough implementations and evaluations,
SAG-BC can shed light on the research and practice of the
service paradigm in SAGVN.

In the future, we will further explore the subscriber pri-
vacy preservation against service providers in the credential
issuance phase, where service providers are not aware of the
whole service subscriptions of VEs. To prevent leakage of
subscription information from payments, anonymous payment
channels can also be designed between users and service
providers for service subscriptions in SAGVN.
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